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For a while now, many players have
been asking “what would happen to the Liv-
erpool League if something should happen to
Ken Armson”, at the same time thinking that
Ken was one of those people that just go on
forever. I’m sure Ken would have been the
first to say, no one is indispensable, there are
always people out there to pick up the pieces
and move on, and going by the number of
players, from all divisions, past and present,
who attended Ken’s Funeral service on the
10th January 2008, I’m sure he’s right, but
drawing them into action has always been the
problem.

I came across this Editorial in an early Digest, Vol
19 No.5. May 1969.

Editorial
We end the season on a sad note, for with only

three weeks of the season to go Jim Green passed
away after many years of ill-health. Jim was one of
our hardest working officials and his loss is a blow to
the League. Always a controversial figure, Jim was
also an extremely hard worker and no matter how
bad his health his thoughts were always of his
League commitments. Even on his way to hospital
Jim was still worrying about his responsibilities and
issuing instructions. We are indebted to his widow,
Mrs. Jo Green who has continued looking after the
League records for the remainder of the season.

Many and varied were the jobs which Jim
performed and few, if any, could ever criticise his
work for the League. For the past few years he has,
amongst other things, been League Match Secretary,
and this must surely be the hardest and most unre-
warding job in the League for much of the work
goes unnoticed. So demanding is this job that we may
well have difficulty in finding a successor. The
League has had many hard workers in the past and
no-one will dispute that Jim ranked with the best.

In the same Digest, our late President, Arthur
Upton, in his tribute to Jim, wrote “No-one on
Merseyside more deserved the pseudonym of ‘Mr.
Table Tennis’ than Jim Green”

I didn’t know Jim Green, but don’t those
attributes afforded to Jim then, fit Ken Armson
to a tee, and by the way, the Editor of that Digest
who wrote the Editorial was a 36 year old Ken
Armson, who had just taken over the Digest from
Jim Green due to Jim’s poor health.

There has been a few “Mr Table Tennis” over
the years, all seem to have one thing in common,
a “Mrs Table Tennis” quietly plodding away in
the background doing the donkey work, (don’t
they make life easier), as I wrote in the obituary

to Lil Upton recently, behind every
great man is a great woman, Faith
was Ken’s ‘great woman’. Our sym-
pathy and thoughts go out to Faith
and Family.

Despite Ken’s comment  on the sub-
ject of “Joe Bloggs beating Bill Smith is of
fleeting interest” (Nets & Edges vol 62
No.1), I feel that most of the players do
like to see themselves get a little mention,
but I would always hope, as have all the
past Editors, that players would read the
whole publication, get to know players

from all the divisions from the mentions of the various
excellent reporters we have, pick out any anomalies, and
write in for debate, take a bit longer to read it, it doesn’t
have to be read in the one night and forgotten, the more
players (names) you know the more interest reading
through the Digest will generate.

After the demise of the The Liverpool Business
Houses League, Arthur Knowlson  got fed up twiddling
his thumbs and offered his services as secretary to Christ
the King, and was immediately, snapped up by the
grateful members, Arthur has gone one further and has
joined the League ManCom where his experience will
be extremely helpful. Sadly, as we gain one experienced
Committee member, we lose our most experienced
Committee member, Ken Armson MBE, a hard act to
follow, but we must get on with things, and so once
again the call for more Committee members goes out,
don’t just complain about the way things may or may not
be going,, help to organise which way!!.  The world is
full of people offering advice from a distance,  usually
knowledgeable people who know how to run things,
those same people also can be the source of much
criticism,  your ManCom is comprised of  volunteers,
not professionals, to give you a seasons’ competitive
sport,  I think the saying “put up or shut up” may be
appropriate here,  but I’d rather say “put up and join up”

Had an e-mail off Alan Nolan  recently, the secre-
tary of Southport Table Tennis Club, he used to play in
the Liverpool & District League many years ago (late
60’s, early 70’s). A few years ago after a long absence,
started playing again on a social basis, and very much
enjoying his table tennis, (where are all the other players
who have dropped out over the years??), anyway he’s
offered to lend me some more old Digests which he had
found at home, 1965 – 1974, hopefully I’ll get back to
scanning them (and all the others I have on loan) when
I’m relieved of the Cup Secretary’s job at the
end of this season!!, I do enjoy reading those old
Digests.
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The main message in my report has to be the sad loss of Ken Armson. Ken died in
the early hours of New Years Day. This was totally unexpected to me as he had been given a
lot longer by his doctors. Typical of Ken, when I visited him in the Royal Hospital in December
I tried to tell him to let table tennis take a back seat and to put his own health first but I couldn’t
(or should I say ‘I wasn’t allowed’ to)  finish my sentence. He interrupted me and told me that
table tennis had been his life and he wasn’t going to let a ‘little illness’ get in the way now, there
were things that needed to be addressed, things that needed to be done and he was concerned
about the future of table tennis not only in Liverpool but nationally as well. If only we all had his
enthusiasm, not just for the playing aspect of the game but also for the administration side of it
which will ultimately affect the future generations who will hopefully one day play this sport.

Ken’s funeral was amazing. It looked liked there were more TT people there than at
any presentation night when we used to have them. It was a tribute to Ken that so many people
attended and it was obvious from this attendance what high regard he was held in. At every AGM these days we always seem
to have a minutes silence for someone who has passed over. I wonder whether we should this year break with tradition and have
a minute’s applause instead?

Since I became the League Secretary, whenever I had a problem, it was invariably Ken who I turned to for guidance.
Without his input and knowledge it is going to be difficult to manage the League as well as we have done over the past years.
We are going to encounter problems when it comes to organising and running tournaments. At our own Closed event,
participants are going to have to bear with us as it will undoubtedly not run as smoothly as it would have with Ken at the Helm.
Ken was also Chairman of the Rules Committee and Chairman of the Disciplinary Committee. He was in these positions due to
his experience, the likes of which we no longer have. He was also our Coaching Secretary and a member of the Development
Committee. Due to his sterling and unwavering work on behalf of our League he was awarded the Stamp Award of Merit in 1997.
At the AGM in May 2006 he was made a Life Member of the League, something he said he didn’t expect and all I can say is that
I am glad we awarded this when we did. I haven’t even mentioned yet that due to the obvious shortage of volunteers, Ken had
been our Treasurer for the past 2-3 years. Due to Ken’s initiative, we no longer produce a  Profit and Loss Account and a Balance
Sheet, we merely produce an Income and Expenditure sheet at the AGM, thus making the office of Treasurer a lot more straight
forward.

Wavertree Labour will also miss Ken as much as the Management Committee will, for obvious reasons. He was their
Kingpin. If anything needed doing at Wavertree it was invariable Ken who did it. When they lost their premises on Wavertree
Road it was Ken who held the club together and sorted out a new venue at Wavertree St Mary’s. Subsequent to this they moved
to their current venue on Sheil Road and no prizes will be awarded for anyone guessing who arranged this.

I don’t want to repeat anything written about Ken in his obituary which is further on in this digest but all I will say is you
don’t get awarded an MBE for nothing. I know he didn’t receive this due to his involvement in Table Tennis but if he had done,
it would have been no surprise to me.

In addition to all of the above it would be remiss of me not to mention Faith Moore, Faith assisted Ken admirably during
all the time they were together. She was an ever present at tournaments, more so than many MC members, myself included.
She always ‘managed’ the table that greeted the competitors as they checked in and did it with a smile and not a word of
complaint. As far as I am aware she never ever played table tennis but she nevertheless gave up her own free time to help those
that did. My condolences and those of the MC go out to her.

It is important that we all try to encourage new committee members from within our respective clubs and beyond. We
have just lost our most experienced member and we need more people to become experienced for the good of table tennis in
the future. This has to start at the younger end of the scale or one day you won’t have a committee. Next season, as well as a
new Treasurer we are going to need a new Cup Secretary as at last years AGM Roly gave one years notice of his impending
resignation from this post. Roly’s responsibilities have increased over the past year. Not only does he produce this Digest but
this past season he also produced all the handbooks, scorecards, scorebooks and the rule books. This is no mean feat and takes
a lot of planning and I completely understand why he has had to step down as Cup Secretary.
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It has been suggested on previous occasions that the post of Organising Secretary should have some kind of
understudy. One thing that Ken’s passing has taught me is that if anything happened to the person fulfilling the Organising
Secretary’s role, the League would suffer greatly. I will therefore be proposing that a new post be introduced, that of Assistant
Organising Secretary or some other suitable title. This will provide the League with some amount of insurance should the
Organising Secretary suddenly become unable to continue with his duties.

Due to personal reasons, following the AGM next May, Arthur Garnett has no choice but to step down from the
Management Committee. Arthur has been a key member of the MC for many years and it is a great shame that his personal
circumstances have forced this on him. Arthur’s commitment to the League has been exemplary and he should be commended
for his ‘up and at ‘em’ style. The posts of Vice Chairman and Tournament Organiser will therefore become vacant. How can a
committee run efficiently without members allowing their names to be put forward to fill vital roles? We will shortly need bodies
in the following positions: - Vice Chairman, Treasurer, Cup Secretary, Assistant Organising Secretary, Tournament Referee,
Tournament Organiser, Coaching Secretary. We will need a chairman for the Rules Committee and a chairman for the
Disciplinary Committee.

You cannot expect the current members of the MC to do everything. I have said before and I make no apologies for
once again stating the obvious – we need more help. At last years AGM we took a lot of flak regarding a dispute we had with
Lancashire & Cheshire League. This dispute is now over but the consequence is that we no longer enter any teams in the L&C
League. If we decided to re-enter teams in this league we would need a Match Secretary as well as those listed above. Our
Chairman, Don Davies has filled this post for more years than I can remember but there is no guarantee he would want to
continue in the future.

As you can see I now have my lap-top on the floor as I am at present on my knees typing this report.
It will not be long before the current remaining MC members give up the ghost if they don’t get more assistance. The

ball is in your court. Someone out there must take pity on us. The clubs must arrange their own club meeting in order to decide
which of you is up for the challenge of helping to run your League.

SUNDAY MARCH 9th 2008
Yes we are having our own local Tournament, even though Ken A. had done all the donkey work in
arranging dates, venues and sponsors, his sad and sudden loss still came as a body blow to all, he was
the tournament organiser with Faith, can we follow in their  footsteps!. I’ve been told that it’s no big
deal organising tournaments, hmmm!!, where have I heard that before, so the ManCom have decided
to carry on and run this season’s ‘Closed’, but as a ONE DAY EVENT, start and finish on the Sun-
day, no Finals Night at the Police club, maybe when the dust settles, next season we may be back at
the Police Club.
The Entry form is in this Digest, and will also be on the L&DTTL web site, please fill in and return
asap.
With “everyone’s  help”, it can be run as efficiently as Ken did it, by “help” I mean, players being
there on time, umpiring when asked to, and in the case of losing players, accepting that they will be
expected to umpire the next  match, and winning players being available to play whenever requested,
no prima donnas please,when all’s said and done the Closed is intended to be a friendly tournament.
Ken was very careful when picking the date so that it didn’t clash with any major events on the na-
tional circuits, so come on you players, sign up and let’s have a 2008 Closed to remember
“Everyone’s help” also covers the setting up of the venue, the transporting of the tables and setting
out on the Saturday, the dismantling and return of the tables on the Sunday, we don’t expect a flood
of volunteers, (but it would be nice) but maybe a lot more than the regular few who do it every year.
Volunteers to help should contact either Arthur Garnett, Mike Power or any member of the ManCom
and leave their name, they will be contacted when collecting times have been finalised for the Satur-
day
Have I got through to your better nature!!

The Liverpool Closed
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   OBITUARY.

KENNETH   ARTHUR ARMSON M.B.E.

It is with the deepest regret that I have to announce the death, at
the age of 77, of my close friend and colleague Ken Armson.
Many of you will have had the privilege of meeting Ken over the
years and most of you will, I am sure, have fond memories of him,
he was a man of immense charm and had a great passion for the
sport of table tennis.
I first met Ken through our mutual involvement in the Liverpool
and District Table Tennis League, Ken was the secretary of the
Wavertree Labour Club, a position he held for over 50 years and
only reluctantly surrendered when his health failed him.
He served on the management committee of the Liverpool league
for so long that I can’t conceive of the committee without his
presence, holding many posts, including Treasurer, Coaching secretary, Development Officer, Magazine
editor etc. etc.
Ken spent his working life as an employee of British Rail, except for a short period when he was called
up for National Service where he spent two years in the Royal Corps of Signals as a teleprinter operator,
before returning to the railways. His service to the rail industry was rewarded with an M.B.E. on his
retirement.
His retirement from working life meant that he was able to devote more time to his beloved sport of table
tennis, having qualified as a County Umpire in 1972 he quickly discovered the Tournament circuit and
plunged head first into it, travelling the length of the country to hone his umpiring skills. He qualified as
a National Umpire in 1992 and passed his International exam in 1994.
It was after this time that he became interested in the job of a referee and with a little prompting passed
his Tournament Referee qualification in 1995, then the National Referee qualification in 1999 and the
pinnacle of his career came when he passed the International Referee exam in Paris in 2005. That is an
awful lot of qualifications to pack into a comparatively short time. But that is not the end of the story; he
became Chairman of the B.T.T.A.D. and did much to invigorate the fortunes of that organisation. He
umpired or refereed in Croatia, France, Ireland, the Isle of Man, Italy, Slovakia, Taiwan, the Shetland
Isles and the U.S.A. along with many domestic tournaments and national events.

Ken  was , for a long time, concerned with the welfare of Umpires and in
2004 he was responsible for the setting up of the Association of English
Table Tennis Umpires and served as secretary until stepping down at the
2007 A.G.M. as he felt that his presence was causing some problems in
relationships with the E.T.T.A. Can’t have been that bad as he was elected
as a Vice President of the Association.
He also held the posts of, Vice Chairman of Lancashire T.T.A., deputy
National Councillor for Lancashire, and County Umpire Secretary, a
position very close to his heart, which he filled with great aplomb, he
recruited more Umpires than any other C.U.S. during his term of office.
A life long Liverpool fan, and it comes hard for an Evertonian to mention
that, Ken rejoiced in the City of Liverpool which he referred to as Gods
Country, the place were the sun always shone and the streets were paved
with gold. He will be sorely missed both by his family and friends, locally
and nationally.

Stan Clarke.
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I am sure that by now you will all know
of the recent death of Ken Armson. On
behalf of all the players in the 1st Divi-
sion I wish to pass on condolences to
Faith. There is no doubt that Ken will
be sadly missed by all the local table
tennis world and that the league will
miss his presence in the various roles
he undertook on the committee. Rest
in peace Ken, it has been a pleasure
knowing you over the years.

Fords, last years champions, remain un-
beaten to date and unless something dramatic oc-
curs in the second half of the season they look
assured of again finishing as champions. They are
currently 11 points clear of their nearest challengers
Bath St Marine, having amassed 91 points from 11
matches. When the two teams met at week 7 Fords
confirmed their superiority with an emphatic 8-2
victory. In their following 4 matches they showed
remarkable consistency in winning 9-1 on each
occasion. Steve Whalley saved the whitewash with
a brilliant 5 set victory over Mal McEvoy at Harold
House. David Hayes, Wavertree Labour, took his
teams point in getting the better of Andy Taylor. Deli
Olyumbo, CTK A was the man to beat Bob Hughes
whilst I beat Phil Luxon to take Bath St Marine’s "A"
only point.

Bath St Marine (80 from 11) are having their
best ever season with their only loss to date being
the aforementioned defeat by Fords. They recov-
ered well from that to record a 9-1 victory over
Merseyside Police and 10-0 wins over their A team
and CADWA A before securing another 9-1 win over
Crosby High. Gemma Lloyd played brilliantly to
defeat Dave Roberts with Tom Bray and Cherrith
Graham both losing out 12-10 in the decider to Clare
Peers.

Bootle YMCA (71 from 11) are having an-
other fine season but without the regular services of
Wayne Percival do not look capable of putting suffi-
cient pressure at the top of the division. Keith Wil-
liams continues to guarantee them 3 points most
weeks, although, a slimmed down John Rankin got
the better of him in Bootle’s 7-3 victory at the Police.
Wayne played in this match and showed how much
he is missed by winning his 3. He again remained
unbeaten in their 8-2 victory over CTK when John
Lau was his team’s saviour with excellent victories
over Keith and Alan Chase. However, without the
services of Keith and Wayne they went down 8-2 to

Crosby High with Alan taking both
points in beating Tom and Cherrith. Our
digest Editor, Mr Roly Wright, came into
the Bootle side for this match but, by his
own admission, all his experience was
no match for the speed and open play
of the Crosby youngsters.

Next in line are Crosby High
(67-11) who on the night can be a
match for most teams. This is confirmed

with excellent 8-2 victories over the Police and CTK
”A” teams. Paul Gittins beat Andrew Mudie and Jon
Dyson battled his way to a 12-10 5th set win over
Rob Wylie to secure the points for the Police team,
whilst, Rob also lost narrowly (14-12 in the 5th) to
Peter Taylor in the match against CTK ”A”.

They started the new year with a bang in
beating CTK 7-3.  Both Tom Bray and Gemma Lloyd
were in top form in winning their 3 singles and were
ably supported by Cherrith who also took the scalp
of Keith Bird.  It can’t be very often that Keith has
lost his 3 singles on the night and for this to happen
is an indication of just how well the Crosby team
played.

CTK (57-11) are playing steadily but are
probably not performing as well as they would have
hoped for.  They certainly were on top form in
beating Bath Street Marine “A” 9-1 with Ricky Brown
doing well to take a point in outlasting Peter Lee to
win 11-7 in the 5th.  The following week saw a 7-3
victory over CADWA “A” with Graeme Black playing
particularly well in beating both Peter and Tony
Whelan, who was making a rare appearance.
George Lennon also did well to beat Peter but John
Lau was the star man in winning his 3 singles and
combining with Tony for a narrow 11-9 final set
victory in the doubles.

Wavertree Labour (56-10) are chugging
along nicely but with the array of players available to
them are possibly not doing justice to themselves.
They had a comfortable 8-2 win over Harold House
when undefeated David Hayes was in tandem with
Aarron Beech and Bjorn Meyer at week 7.  The
following week the team consisted of Gary Watson,
Roy Smith and Ian Black when they drew with CTK
“A”.  Ahmed Thabet was man of the match remain-
ing unbeaten with Peter Taylor and Deli Olyumbo
both beating Ian to secure the draw.  Aarron joined
Gary and Ian when they faced Bath Street Marine
“A” and managed a hard fought 6-4 win.  Fred

Division  1          Ian McElwee
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Bainbridge played like a man possessed to hit Gary
off 3 straight, Ricky Brown beat Ian 11-9 in the 5th
before losing out by the same score to Aarron whilst
I managed to take the points off Aarron and Ian.  If
they can decide upon their strongest team and then
play that team consistently I am sure they will be
capable of climbing up the table in the second half
of the season.

Merseyside Police (50-11) are another
team who chop and change personnel and as a
result suffer.  Neither Paul Gittins or John Rankin
are playing on a regular basis leaving a high degree
of pressure on Jon Taylor and Jon Dyson to gather
the points.  They have recently been joined by
Graham Cleary upon his transfer from CADWA.
They had a fine 9-1 win over a weakened Harold
House who were a player short and both John
Rankin and Jon Taylor were in top form when they
faced CTK “A”.  Both remained unbeaten on the
night to ensure a comfortable 7-3 victory.  Jon
Taylor was their sole winner when they went down
to Bath Street Marine beating Clare Peers in the
fourth.

Harold House (38-11) continued to pick up
enough points to keep their heads above water.
They have now acquired the services of a young
man, Joe Chacholiades, a university student.  He
made his debut against Bath Street Marine “A” and
went home undefeated to assist his team win by a
margin of 6-4.  I can certainly vouch for his abilities
on the table with him looking to be extremely talent-
ed and having a good temperament.  He tells me he
was highly ranked as junior, not played a great deal
in the past 12 months and is just getting back into
the sport.  Clearly he will prove to be a great acqui-
sition for the club.

Now we get down to the lower reaches of
the Division.  CADWA have withdrawn their first
team from the league resulting in their record being
expunged.  This leaves CTK “A” (31-10), Bath Street
Marine “A” (26-11) and CADWA “A” (23-10) all hop-
ing and fighting to avoid the final remaining relega-
tion spot (as I understand only one team normally
goes down in such circumstances).

At this stage of the season it is far from easy
for lower placed teams to make up a deficit of points
and those already gained are worth their weight in
gold.  The CTK “A” of Ahmed, Peter Taylor and Deli
are all experienced players capable of good results
and with the points they have in the bag should be
safe.

Not a lot of highlights to report for Bath
Street Marine “A” and although we continue to be
competitive, our best just isn’t good enough at times.
Fred Bainbridge beat James Eaton (Bootle YMCA)
and I beat Phil Luxon (Fords) in matches lost 9-1.

Finally CADWA “A” are finding life equally
tough.  Graeme Black is having a good season and
is their main points winner as confirmed in beating
James Eaton and Alan Chase when they went down
at Bootle YMCA and then taking their only point
when facing Crosby High by beating Cherrith 11-9
in the 5th.  Graeme was injured when they went
down 9-1 to Harold House at week 11 with Mike
Power saving face in beating John Henshaw.  They
must hope that Graeme is fit and able to resume
playing soon if they are to avoid that last relegation
spot.

The Cheltenham League have decided to drop their printed maga-
zine in favour of a totally web based newsletter, The Net and Edge
Magazine was the main source for local table tennis information
during the season and was in print for well over 30 years. Due to
the internet and the creation of their website, the magazine ceased
publication in mid 2007 because it was felt that all the information
in the magazine could reach CTTA members a lot quicker through
the world wide web.
For many years now, many of our own L&DTTL Digest Editors
have wondered if L&DTTL players actually read the Digest, more
to the point, do they want a printed version, (now in its 57th season)
it was usually felt that the publication must be kept going if
possible, cost has usually been the dilemma, but due to our much
appreciated benefactor who donates £’s  per season to cover the
cost of printing, cost to the league is not the problem,  a tremen-
dous amount of effort is made by our regular contributors, an
increase in letters etc. from the rest would help change my views.

The
LIVERPOOL ‘CLOSED’
SUNDAY  9th MARCH

It’s your
Tournament

There are events
to suit  everyone
All finals played

Sunday
Entry form in this Digest

Fill in and return by
MONDAY

3rd  MARCH
Or earlier



My first words for these notes have
to be on the subject of my club secretary,
mentor and friend Ken Armson’s passing
away.  I know that a lot has already been said
regarding Ken and his very quick, untimely
passing so I would just like to say how much
of an inspiration he was to me, as I am sure
he was to others and that he will be very
keenly missed.  I am sure that I can speak for
everyone here and send heartfelt sympathy
to Faith and Ken’s family at this very diffi-
cult time.

Now I thought that the controversial points that
I made in the last digest would engage you all in to
lengthy discussion and dialogue.  In fact I think three
people have mentioned them to me.  On reflection it may
be that these subjects are just a little too close to the bone
and that people aren’t yet ready to discuss them openly,
but prefer to meet after dark with likeminded players to
secretly discuss the merits of a frictionless long pimple or
whether you can play at 100% following a pint from the
Bar.  So if anyone wants to write to me in confidence I
will understand and of course respect their anonymity.

The point for discussion this time is on the
strength of the division this season.  Strong divisions are
always good to play in as they (a) keep the promotion and
relegation issue in sharp focus and (b) quite often bring
about new players to pit yourself against.

What is the cause of this though?  Is it that
strong players have seen from afar what a competitive
division we were already and wanted in, is it that this is a
trickle phenomena from the league change at the start of
the season or is it just people moving around as people do
and as people always will.

 Whatever the reason, players and or teams that
are essentially second division should return at some
point through the league processes.  Strong divisions
should therefore be welcomed as a chance to improve
your own standard and weak divisions should be wel-
comed as a chance to boost your averages.

Week 7.
Ian Black is proving to be a strong acquisition

for Wavertree Labour as he and Paul Banks take their
three singles against Maghull (A).  Greenbank are steadi-
ly climbing up the table as they should be with a strong
team headlined by Barry Crook in this weeks 10-0 win
over Manweb (A). Crosby High (A) are pushed all the
way by Marconi with Bob Edwards taking his three, the
table topping team however obtain the win by bagging
the doubles. BSM (B) (Tea & Biscuits) (see you thought
I’d forgotten) are only able to take three points off title
challengers Maghull, one win each for Rob Peat, John
Langton and Dave Stoddern. Manweb and CTK (B)

played out a draw (although they didn’t
put the X in the box).  Roy Adams is the
three-win hero with fine wins for the
home team. Fords (A) took advantage of
a weakened Merseyside Police (A) team
inflicting a 9-1 mauling.

Week 8.
First up this week is a top of the

table clash between Maghull and Crosby
High (A), the home team Maghull take
the win (6-4) with an imperious Matt
Wilson taking his three, Kevin Lewis
proves what a valuable player he is by

taking two off the top team. Fords (A) play out a draw
with Wavertreee Labour (A), Bob Hughes denied his
three by Mick Tierney, Paul Banks denied his three by
Bob Hughes and Mick Tierney denied his three by Rob-
bie Goldson. Graeme Reid our Cronton correspondent
reporting: “Very good match played in a great spirit,
each team winning alternatively.  Fords level by winning
the doubles again.” Tony Kendall proves what a great
player he is by taking his three in Maghull (A)’s 6-4 win
over BSM (B). CTK (B) play host to Greenbank this
week with Greenbank fielding M. Rogala and still man-
age to take a 6-4 win as the home team prove to strong for
the rest of the Greenbank team. Roy Adams does it again
with three wins against a strong Marconi team helping
Manweb to a 6-4 win. Manweb (A) are also in winning
form in their match with Merseyside Police (A) despite
Paula French taking her three.

Week 9.
An anonymous reporter from North Liverpool

describes the Maghull (A) teams’ 4-6 defeat to Fords (A)
as such: “Great night out.  This is what Table Tennis is
about. Great people, good T/T. All the best to
Fords”.Andy Lloyd has a real ding dong with Matt
Wilson and pips him 11-9 in the fifth but this doesn’t
prevent Manweb losing 3-7 to Maghull. Merseyside Po-
lice (A) languishing at the bottom of the division prove
what they can do with a strong side out and take CTK (B)
6-4. Terri Anne, with her three in the bag, Tom Purcell’s
report book for the night of the 5th states that: “first time
the full team has played and a good result, Brenda should
have won her game against Billy Cheung being up 8-4 in
the fifth game, but Billy hit some very good forehands to
pull back and win the set”Wavertree Labour (A)’s Mick
Tierney is the three match hero this week against Man-
web (A), Micheal Kwan could also have had this honour
having taken Paul Banks and John Rowan playing some
excellent Table Tennis, but he lost to Mick in the fifth set
of their match, 7-3 to Wavertree the final score. Frank
McCann proving the point I was making earlier steps up
for Marconi in their match with Greenbank and wins his
three (FMOB). Crosby High (A) show their title creden-
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tials with a 10-0 demolition of BSM (B), Rob Wylie had
a bit of a wobble against the great John Langton but
manages to sneak the win 15-13 in the fifth, Gold star
then to Rob, Gemma Lloyd and Dave Evans.

Week 10.
Alan Cowley the new boy at Maghull (A) pre-

vents Crosby High (A) from their second tin hat in a row
with a fine win over Rob Wylie, but is unable to inflict
any more damage on the Crosby team as they go on to
win 9-1. Hats off to BSM (B) as in Rob Peat, John
Langton and Dave Stoddern they must have the most
consistent line up of any team in the division, they came
up against another consistent line up in the shape of
Manweb (Dave Harse, Andy Lloyd and Roy Adams), the
match was quite tight all the way but as so often is the
case the doubles makes the difference as Manweb take
the win 6-4. Marconi beat Merseyside Police (A) 6-4 this
week, Bob Edwards steady as ever, and a good win for
Tom Purcell over Paul Clark. Fords (A) came away with
a great win from Manweb (A) 3-7.  Robbie Goldson the
three match hero here. Billy Cheung takes his three and
all in under five sets, Dave Tagg and Mikael Bellec were
looking to do the same except that they came up against
John Rowan with his new rubbers, John therefore saved
Wavertree Labour’s face with his two points against a
very strong CTK side.

Week 11.
First up this week sees the introduction of Alice

Howard for Manweb (A) against Maghull (A), Alice
takes her three but is pushed all the way by A.Cowley,
Manweb (A) go on to win the match 7-3. Dave Harse
takes the only point for Manweb with a fifth set win over
Gemma Lloyd for Crosby High (A). Rob Hughes proves
what a good player he is taking two singles wins for
Fords against CTK (B) and helping Fords take the dou-
bles, this is unfortunately all the points that Fords (A)
took against CTK (B). Merseyside Police (A) fell victim
to a rampaging Maghull who trounced them 10-0. Green-
bank crossed the line first in their game against BSM (B)
and finished up 6-4 winners, Barry Crook and Mark
Palmer taking five of the six.

Week 12.
Alan Biggs takes all the glory for Manweb’s

victory away at Maghull (A) as the only unbeaten player
on the night.  Roy Adams wins his three singles but
accompanied by Dave Harse they lose the doubles, Man-
web win 2-8. Alice is returning winning ways to Manweb
(A) who take on and beat a full strength CTK (B) team
7-3, Alice is ably assisted by Paul Evans and Jason Ao.
What looks on paper to have been a really good match
was played out at Cronton with Fords (A) pipping Mar-
coni 6-4, Bob Edwards preventing Bob Hughes and
Robbie Goldson from taking their three.

Kevin Lewis is the man of the match for Ma-
ghull as they defeat Wavertree Labour (A) 3-7 at Waver-
tree, Kevin is unbeaten on the night with fine wins
against Mick Tierney, John Rowan and Ian Black, Ian

also has a fine win taking Matt Wilson in the fourth. Tom
Purcell reporting: “You may think the final game in the
game between Terri Anne Nolan & Rob Peat was played
under the old rules, however it was a nip and tuck game
that finally finished 22-20 in Terri Anne’s favour.A good
close friendly match.” I always feel that people in the
room are, (a) Tutting (b) looking at their watch thinking
I’ve got to get up early in the morning, and (c) thinking
to themselves ‘look just win it or lose it – we don’t care
anymore’, So utmost respect for Terri Anne and Rob for
dealing with such a pressurised situation. Merseyside
Police (A) ended up 6-4 winners. Crosby High maintain
the pressure at the top with a 2-8 win over Greenbank,
John Appleton taking the only singles win over Roger
Neal and Mark Palmer and Tony Edge scrape home in
the fifth set of the doubles against Gemma and Gavin
Lloyd.

Running out of space now so a very brief con-
clusion:

(A) The title will go to Crosby High
this year after being pushed all the way by Maghull who
will finish second.  (Firm predictions?  This is un-char-
tered territory for you Paul.)

(B) The drop zone is a trifle cluttered
with a few teams loitering, however Maghull (A) and the
Police need to start winning a few more points. (Yeah I
knew this prediction thing wouldn’t last long!)

(C) Favourite team has to go to Bath
Street Marine for being the only away Tea & Biscuits so
far this season and are therefore in line for the
‘Refreshments Award’ 07/08.

Good luck with the rest of the season.

Paul Banks
Wavertree Labour.

Ken Armson was often speaking
of his disappointment at continu-
ous lack of feedback to the Di-
gest, despite his sometimes
provocative nets and edges sub-
jects.
With respect to Ken, I won’t be
publishing the Nets and Edges
column in this Digest, but who is
going to carry this column on,
any offers gratefully received!!
Editor



In the last digest Roly asked
for a volunteer to write these notes, I
offered to step in for the rest of the
season so here goes:

This division is much stronger
this season after the league re-struc-
ture, players of the calibre of   Sylvia
Rosek and Joe Chacoliades, Harold
House ‘A’, Alan Chase, Bootle YM ‘A’,
Bjoern Meyer, Wav Lab ‘B’  and Frank
McCann, Marconi ‘A’, are having an
adverse effect on the averages of the ‘indigenous’
number 1’s and 2’s of this division.

In match week 7 Harold House ‘A’, without
Sylvia, saw off Bootle YM ‘B’  9-1, helped by John
Hughes overcoming a mammoth battle with Arthur
Garnett 9/11 11/1  9/11  11/9  11/9, but Shakil Malik
beat John in 4 to win Bootle’s only point.
Harold House ‘B’, in the same week, were on the
receiving end of a similar result losing 9-1 to Bath
StM ‘C’, their only victory being Richard Bentley’s
win over Karen Gibson. Marconi ‘B’ went to Bootle
YM ‘A’ with only 3 players and came away with only
the 1 point, Tony Mullally beating Roly Wright 11/8
in the 5th. Wavertree Lab beat Bath St M. ‘D’ 7-3
with Tony Connor after being 2-0 up, losing a close
match to Ted Cramsie 13/11 in the 5th.  Marconi ‘A’
beat Cadwa ‘B’ 8-2,   Steve Graham winning
Cadwa’s only singles point and Manweb ‘B’ beat
Maghull ’B’ 8-2 with 2 good wins each from
Michael Kwan and Arthur Harrison.

In Match week 8   Marconi ‘B’ turned out
only 3 players for the second consecutive week,
going down 7-3 at home to Manweb ‘B’ . Bootle YM
‘A’ thrashed Bath St M ‘D’ 10-0 with Billy Clayton
retiring injured midway through his 2nd match.
Bootle YM ‘B’, also a man short, lost 7-3 at home to
Bath StM ‘C’, Shakil Malik winning  2 for Bootle.
Cadwa ’B’ lost 7-3 at home to Harold House ‘A’, with
Peter Roberts coming back from 2-1 down to beat
Martin Roberts 11/8 in the 5th  and George Higham
beating Rod McPherson 3 straight. Wavertree Lab
beat Harold House ’B’ 8-2 with Bjoern Meyer & Tony
Connor unbeaten. On the night England were losing
to Croatia, Maghull ‘B’ were hosting Marconi ‘A.’
The Maghull players were determined not to miss
the England game and set up a television in the
room. I was playing in that match and at times was
unsure of which ball to watch.    Marconi ‘A’, like
Croatia, were victorious that night by 7-3, with Ted
Gilmour and Derek Scotland unbeaten for Marconi

and Rod Bulmer winning his 2 for Ma-
ghull, one of which was a fine win over
Ian Wensley.

Match week 9 saw the Marco-
ni ‘derby’ A v B, yours truly was called
on first by my captain to play Ted Gil-
mour, and after being 2-1 down I man-
aged to ‘put a spanner in the works’
and win 3-2, so 1-0 up and that was
our lot, although 3 other matches went
to 5 - Marconi ‘A’ won 9-1, Frank Mc-

Cann, Ian Wensley and Trevor Owens unbeaten.
Harold House ’A’ beat Maghull ‘B’ 8-2 with Joe
Chacoliades, Eddie Clein and Rod McPherson
unbeaten.  Bootle YM ‘A’ minus Alan Chase lost 8-2
to Wavertree Lab ‘B’, Roly Wright winning Bootle’s
only singles point beating Bill Stanley in 4. Harold
House ‘B’ and Bootle YM’B’ played out a 5-5 draw,
Michael Siu beating Arthur Garnett 12/10 in the 5th
to save his team from defeat.  Another close match
was the Manweb ‘B’ v Bath StM ’D’, 6-4 to Bath St
with Ted Cramsie and Keith Wright winning in the
doubles in the final match to avoid the draw.  Cadwa
‘B’ managed to win their first match of the season at
Bath St M. ‘C’ 6-4, with Steve Graham and Peter
Roberts winning their singles and teaming up in the
doubles to take 5 out of their 6 points.

The closest match in week 10 was  Marconi
‘B’ v Harold House ‘A’, 6-4 to Harold House, Joe
Chacoliades and John Hughes winning their 2 for
the league leaders and  Marconi’s Adrian Branham
winning his 2 and teaming up with Tim Ternent for
a win in the doubles. Cadwa ‘B’, after their heroics
the previous week, were unlucky not to get a draw
at home to Bootle YM’B’ with Steve Graham and
Paul Webb losing out 11/9 in the 5th to Shakil Malik
and Steve Daniels respectively.  Wavertree Lab ‘B’
were hosts to Manweb ‘B’ and won 7-3, with 2 wins
each plus the doubles for Bjoern Meyer and Andy
Bird.   Marconi ‘A’ won 7-3 at Bath StM ’D’, Frank
McCann and Ian Wensley winning 2 each for Mar-
coni but losing out in the doubles to Graham Turner
and a rejuvenated Billy Clayton 14/12 in the 5th.
Bootle YM ‘A’ beat Harold House ‘B’ 7-3, with 2 wins
each from John Higham and Bert Rivers and Harold
House’s Michael Siu having 3 close matches which
included beating Danny Every 11/9 in the 5th and
with Richard Bentley winning 11/8 in the 5th of the
doubles against John and Bert.  Bath St M. ‘C’ were
victorious at Maghull ‘C’  where 2 wins each for
Julian Quirk, Peter Ross and Graham Turner
helped them to an 8-2 win, the only singles win for
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Maghull was Tom Downing’s straight sets win over
Karen Gibson.

The match of week 11 was  Marconi ’A’ in
3rd place versus Wavertree Lab ’B in 2nd place, a
5-5 draw after Marconi being 4-1 down,   7 sets
being decided in just 3 games. The Marconi team of
Frank McCann, Ian Wensley, Ted Gilmour and
Bobby Bell took a point each, Wavertree without the
in form Tony Connor called on reserve Bob
Hawkins who stepped in and with Bjoern Meyer
won 2 sets apiece with the doubles shared.  Harold
House ‘A’ increased their lead at the top of the table
by beating Bath St M. 8-2 with doubles from Joe
Chacoliades, Martin Roberts and John Hughes.
Bath St M.’s only singles win was a fine Ted Cram-
sie victory over Eddie Clein.     Bootle YM ‘A’ beat
Manweb ‘B’ 7-3 with 5 matches being decided in the
5th which included Danny Every and Richie Winckle
winning 11/9 in the 5th games against Arthur Harri-
son and Alan Biggs respectively.  Alan then got his
revenge by beating Danny 11/5 in the 5th game of
their match.  The bottom of the table clash, Harold
House ‘B’ versus Cadwa ‘B’ produced another 5-5
draw, Harold House being pegged back from 5-2 up
by wins from Peter Roberts and Rob Davies.   For
Bootle YM ‘B’ Shakil Malik continued his good form
in the match at home to Maghull ’B’, he won his 2
singles and teamed up with Bert to win the doubles
but it didn’t stop his team going down 6-4 with
George Frost doing the same for Maghull, teaming
up with Chris Roberts to win 12/10 in the 5th game
of their doubles match to make sure of a Maghull
win.  Marconi ‘B’ were beaten 10-0 by a very strong
Bath StM ‘C’ team at Marine FC.

The top 2 teams met in week 12 with Harold
House beating Wavertree Lab 8-2 with Sylvia
Rosek and Joe Chacoliades unbeaten. Sylvia, how-

ever, suffered a scare when she was taken to a fifth
game by Bjoern but she just managed to edge it
13/11. Bjoern was unfortunate to lose to Joe in 3,
13/11, 13/11, 11/9.   Wavertree’s 2 points were won
by Tony Connor and Mike Ashton who triumphed
over Martin Roberts and John Hughes respectively.
Harold House’s ‘B’ team however were beaten 10-0
by Manweb, the closest they came to getting a point
was Richard Bentley’s 12/10 loss to Michael Kwan
in the 4th game. Bootle YM ‘B’ beat Marconi ‘B’ 7-3,
Marconi winning both doubles and a singles from
myself. The only other result I have to date is
Maghull’s 6-4 win at Cadwa.

As we pass the mid-point of the season
Harold House ‘A’ are leading the division by 22
points and look likely to end the season as champi-
ons.  Chasing the 2nd place are Wavertree Lab ‘B’,
Marconi ‘A’ and possibly Bootle YM ‘A’.  At the other
end of the table Cadwa ‘B’ are still slightly adrift,
above them Harold House ‘B’, Marconi ‘B’ and
Maghull ‘B’, all of whom could find themselves in a
dogfight to stay in the division.

The semi finals of the Hyde cup will be
Marconi 'A' v  Bootle YM 'A' and Harold House 'A' v
Manweb 'B'. '

I hope you enjoyed these notes; if you didn’t
get a mention then you probably will next time,
especially if you do something unpredictable!  If
there is anything you would like me to report then
write  it on the match card or better still you can
e-mail me at russthorn4712@aol.com.

The excitement for the Dunlop Masters is building and building as table tennis prepares to re-
turn to London’s  Royal Albert Hall for the first time in over three decades.
Timo Boll, the former world number one, has been making tremendous strides in recent months and is looking
forward to an opportunity to play in front of four thousand spectators at the world’s most prestigious indoor arena.
“It is a very famous auditorium,” Boll said. “I have seen the tennis on television and I am sure the atmosphere will
be wonderful.”  But Boll will not have it all his own way. Kalinikos Kreanga, the Greek number one, is widely
regarded as the most spectacular attacking player of all time and has previous victories over Boll.
 Chen Weixing, formerly of China and now playing out of Austria, also has a great chance to walk away with the
winner’s cheque. The hybrid defensive player has an extraordinary all-round game, able to win with his defensive
guile as well as by stepping to the table to execute huge counter top spins.
 Perhaps the greatest excitement of all will be provoked by the inclusion of Jean Michel Saive, the former world
number one from Belgium, who won the European Championships in Birmingham in 1994 and is still one of the
most spectacular performers on the circuit.
 The line-up is completed by Paul Drinkhall and Darius Knight, the two youngsters from England who are already
dreaming of climbing the podium at the London Games in 2012.
More than 2,500 tickets have been snapped up,still tickets available.
Played Monday Evening 17th March 2008



 It would be remiss of me not to
mention the death, on New Years day,
of my friend and colleague of over 30
years Ken Armson M.B.E. Had Ken not
been struck down with illness he would
have been playing in this division this
season. However a leg injury in June
did not clear up in time for the start of
the season and by October it was evi-
dent that Ken was quite ill and in no
position to play Table Tennis. When it
became apparent that Ken was unlikely to recover
from his illness he asked, no ordered, me to take
over as club secretary for the remainder of the
season, and to look after and become involved in a
number of events he had planned in the coming
months. He was concerned for the Liverpool Grand
Prix and the City of Liverpool Junior 4 Star tourna-
ments, and with some good reason, as I hear that
our committee have decided that these events can-
not be run without Ken’s involvement and have
washed their hands of the responsibility of even
trying. I am left wondering just what sort of tribute
this is to the memory of our longest serving commit-
tee member and the hard work he put in to secure
these events for the league.

As to the matches in the division, strange
as it may seem my forecast in the first edition as to
final placings seems to be holding up pretty well,
albeit the top three have changed places now and
then, but the picture is now even clearer than last
time I wrote. Marconi have taken an eleven point
lead over nearest rivals Aigburth P.H. who are
themselves two points clear of Cadwa C. Much to
my surprise Wav.Lab C have reached the dizzy
heights of fourth place, mainly due to a run of good
results since the turn of the year, though they are
only one point ahead of Manweb C

The bottom of the division is also fairly clear
cut, with Maghull D, Cadwa D and Wav. Lab. D all
fighting to avoid relegation. It will be interesting to
see what decision the committee make regarding
relegation to the fifth division, given that both the 4th

and 5th division are a team short of a full set of
teams. My own opinion, for what it is worth is that
two teams will be relegated from this division as we
have been an eleven team division from the outset.

Matches, Week 7.
In the battle of the bottom two Cadwa D

emerged as comfortable winners over Maghull D by
7/3, with a good treble for Doug. Baker of Cadwa
and wins for Wilf Gibson over John O’Sullivan,
Denise Chorley over Paul Webb and Josef Houdelik
over Jim Ambrose for the Maghull team. In the top

of the table clash Aigburth emerged
as the narrow winners against Cadwa
C , a treble for Alan Davies and one
each for Ian Laird, Lee Proffitt and
Graham Rollinson of Aigburth,
Graham’s three straight over Ian Bur-
rows was every impressive. Aigburth
A went one better than that beating
Maghull C 7/3, Brian Gregory the hero
for Maghull with wins against Dave
Cunningham and Ray Jones. Wav.

Lab.C went down 4/6 against Linacre in a match
where Jack Davidson broke the European record
for nets and edges against Stephanie Howard,
Dong Xia pushed Harry Reeve all the way, losing
10/12 in the fifth, good double for Stan Clarke over
his nemesis Harry Nelson and Ken Ainsworth, as
the note on the card said, “ A very edgy match with
more nets than a fishing fleet and more edges than
a Gillette factory”. Marconi C fought out a tough
match against Manweb C doing just enough to
secure a 6/4 victory, stars of the night were Derek
Scotland and Dave McMahon for Marconi and Jas-
on Ao for Manweb, all winning both singles.

WEEK 8.
Linacre welcomed Cadwa D to their home

night then made sure the visitors went home with
little to shout about, only Paul Webb and Joseph
Houdelik successful in the singles in a 7/3 defeat in
a match where Harry Nelson failed to appear and
Ken Ainsworth stepped in at no.2 and beat John
O’Sullivan. Manweb C played Maghull C and, per-
haps surprisingly, lost 4/6, two singles to Brian
Gregory and both doubles doing the damage.
Cadwa C were not at their best when they drew with
Wav.Lab.C, Dong Xia doing much of the damage
with wins over George Higham and John Ashley.
Not so lucky were Wav.Lab.D who were put to the
sword by Aigburth A 8/2, only Andy Bird winning for
the visitors against Dave Cunningham and Norman
Lindsay. For some unexplained reason Maghull D
conceded their match against Marconi C, not the
best way to fight a relegation battle.

WEEK 9
Marconi C thrashed Linacre 8/2, only Harry

Reeve able to offer any resistance as he beat Derek
Scotland and Frank Proffitt. Cadwa D surrendered
to their betters as their C team romped home 7/3,
only Paul Webb and Josef Houdelik offering any
challenge in the singles, though J O’S and Doug
Baker won their doubles. Seems 7/3 is a popular
score in home derbies as Maghull C beat their D
team by that score. Wav. Lab. C suffered the same
result against Aigburth, singles wins for Dong Xia
and Stan Clarke, with Mario Giove and Stan winning
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their doubles against Graham Rollinson and Eric
Wood all they had to show for their efforts. Wav.
Lab.D went one better when they lost 4/6 against
Manweb C, Jason Ao once again proving the bug-
bear, beating Colin Fyles and Dave Williams, while
Francis Lay weighed in with wins over Steve Perry
and the unfortunate Dave.

WEEK 10.
Manweb C proved much too hot for Aig-

burth A to handle, only Eric Wood beating Alvin Tso
saving a whitewash. The Aigburth first team were
unable to emulate there lower relations and conced-
ed two sets to Cadwa D, mind you both of those
sets went to five games as Josef Houdelik beat Neil
Croxton in the singles 11/8 in the fifth and J.O’S
paired with Josef to beat Alan Davies and Neil 11/9
in the fifth. At the top of the table Cadwa C and
Marconi C fought out a 5/5 draw, unbeaten in sin-
gles were Derek Scotland of Marconi and Ian Bur-
rows of Cadwa, John Ashley kept his bottle in the
10th set to beat Frank Proffitt to ensure the draw.
Wav. Lab. D visited Maghull D and like all good
guests brought a present for their hosts, as they
arrived one player short, but still held out for a draw.
No such luck for Maghull C when they visited Lina-
cre and were whooped 8/2.

WEEK 11.
A truncated week as the Wav. Lab teams

postponed their matches as a matter of respect to
Ken Armson whose funeral took place that week, so
only three matches were played. Marconi C did their
promotion prospects no harm as they beat their
nearest rivals Aigburth 6/4, a really close fought
affair with Aigburth playing Eric Wood as a reserve

in the absence of Lee Proffitt, Eric proved his worth
as he beat Dave McMahon 11/5 in the fifth, but a
treble from Paul Loftus swung the match in favour
of Marconi. Aigburth A defeated Maghull D 6/4, Jim
Ambrose taking two for the visitors and Naresh
Tagore registering a fine win over Eric Wood. Ma-
ghull C lost 3/7 to Cadwa C, Eddie Preston winning
both singles and teaming up with Brian Gregory to
beat George Higham and Ian Lunt in their doubles.

WEEK 12.
Wav. Lab.D did their best to cause an upset

when they hosted Cadwa C, Colin Fyles beating
George Higham and John Ashley and Andy Bird
beating Ian Lunt, Colin and Andy then combining to
beat George and Ian in the doubles, but they could
not find the other win to force a draw. Wav. Lab. C
faired even worse when they visited Marconi C,
Stan Clarke and reserve Bob Hawkins, both beating
Frank Proffitt their only singles success though
Dave Goulden and Steph. Howard won their dou-
bles against Paul Loftus and Ken Roberts and Stan
and Bob were a little unlucky to loose to Derek
Scotland and Ken, 8/11 in the fifth. A weakened
Aigburth A , no Dave Cunningham, were still strong
enough to beat visitors Linacre 6/4, all of their
players winning one singles but taking both doubles
for the win. Manweb C battered Maghull D 8/2 Jim
Ambrose and J. Tsang beating Robert Wong their
only success. Finally, Aigburth kept their promotion
hopes alive with a 6/4 victory over Maghull C, with
the family McGanity largely responsible for their
points.

I’m was a bit disappointed with Stan’s early comments regarding the ManCom’s decision not to take re-
sponsibility for the running of the Liverpool Grand Prix and Junior 4 Star tournaments organised by Ken
A. The ManCom haven’t “washed their hands of the responsibility of even trying” they thought long and hard
about running these prestige events, but decided that we didn’t have anyone with enough experience on the
ManCom to run them, the scenario we envisaged was chaos on the day, so decided to request the ETTA run
them for us, they will still be run in Liverpool, the difference being that we will not benefit , but we will
still be expected / asked to supply the usual volunteer corps.
Running our local Closed tournament with maybe 60 – 80 locals is not quite in the same league as running
the Grand Prix and Junior 4Star tournaments with possibly 150 – 200 national competitors in each, even
so, the Closed will be a steep learning curve for the ManCom,
Another disappointment in Stan’s message is that maybe he saw this state of affairs coming, he’s a man of
vast experience in the National and International Tournaments circuit, great personal experience of Um-
pires and Referees, sits on County and National committees, used to be Chairman of our own league not so
many years ago, Stan is obviously slating the ManCom for its lack of drive, which he is entirely entitled to
do, but it would be so much better if he offered his expertise to recover the situation, which is not irre-
versible, have we asked him? do we need to ask him? I’m asking him!!
Or maybe put the whole committee in front of a firing squad! What then, no committee!!!.

I must stress that the above comments are mine, and mine alone, as Editor I have the prerogative to answer
or reply to a statement made, Ken A. often said to me that letters sent in to the Digest must not be passed
around or discussed prior to publication unless that is what the letter or message requests, so the above is
not a statement from the ManCom. and maybe I’ll get some letters from the members out there on this for
the next Digest.                                   EDITOR



After my rant in the last edition
about the merits of placing Giants amongst
men in this division, I received a very ele-
gant letter from Police B captain Len Dys-
on, I think in the tone of Len’s letter, he
agreed with some of my points and echoed
my sentiments.  It was as much a surprise to
them to be placed here, I have spoken to a
league committee spokesman who said that
the committee were pretty much tied in
what they could do due to the big shake up
of the divisions, If a gap appears in a division (e.g. due to
a team expunging) then a new team can be considered to
slot in there.

Police B are still blitzing the division, averaging
9 points a match, a few hiccups but no calamities, Len &
Tom have undented records in their singles, most sets are
still over in 3.  Exemplified with their take no prisoners
(the cells were full, but not on the scorecard) 10-0 derby
win over their ‘C’ team.  Magull’E’ also went down 10-0
but at least some ink appeared in the 4th column, with
even a 5 setter for Andy McCourt against Tommy.
Tommy & John buckled lightly against Loon Wai and
Michael Russell. John also had to think against Albert in
their visit to BSM’F’, Albert puts it “enjoyable night
played in good spirit, Police’B’ should be in division 4”,
well, 0-10 is a nice way to grant their wish.

In a rearranged match versus BootleYM’C’, the
unthinkable happened, as Police went behind for the first
time this season! YM called 1st doubles for the opener,
John & Tom pitched against Mike Hughes and Steve
Daniels.  1st set 11/5 to Police’B’ as usual, comeback in
the 2nd 7/11 followed by narrow away win in the 3rd 9/11,
4th game back to form: 11/5. So set for the 5th and the
scores moved to 10-10 as the tension mounted, Steve &
Mike got the next 2 points to cause whoops of delight that
could be heard all the way back at Hawthorne road.
Obviously shaken but not rocked, Police’B’ recovered
and only John Taylor getting a game off Alan Cameron
then swung BYM’s way.

Singles is still the Police Team’s forte as another
10-0 win over Aigburth’C’ showed, only Eric Young up
against Alan Cameroon made any inroads. BSM’E’s
George Crowley & Joe Rees deserve honourable men-
tions, in the 1st set on George took the 2nd game from Alan
14/12 and couldn’t quite win the 4th, after resting, George
then took the 1st set off John Moore, Joe went even further
taking Tommy to 5.

With such a strong standout team in the division,
teams can expect to be steamrollered, but it seems some
individuals see it as challenge to play such class and find
out how they measure up against them.  Taking a set off
one of these guys might be their best performance of the

season.  Overall, Police‘B’ are a team still
very much focused on the prize with half
the season gone.

Back in second spot, APH’B’
have quietly opened up a big gap on the
chasing pack, averaging 7 points a match,
strangely though, only Arthur Pierce ap-
pears in the top 16 of the averages?!  They
even managed to cope with being locked
out by Maghull’E’ to turn in one of their

best performances of the season 9-1. Cap’n Andy saved
the white wash in match 7 against Neil Croxton, in the
previous set Lung Sing Yu also tried but lost out 11/13 in
the 5th to Liam. This sounds like a great match, but the
McCourt Report just focuses on the door: “Thank you to
Aigburth for their patience with a delayed start, the door
at Maghull was broken and we couldn’t get access, Wilf
Gibson was our knight in shining armour and came to the
rescue with door parts and DIY expertise.”

One no show by Wavertree Labour ’E’ the fol-
lowing week gifted Aigburth’B’ 3 points, and enabled
them to run up a big score against a near rival; 8-2,
(Gordon & Eric both struggled in singles but did team up
to win the only doubles, Gordon lost to an in form Derek
T but beat Neil.)

APH’B’ beat another near rival, Arriva 9-1, and
guess which team won the first match?  I would have
thought this would have been closer, but Derek, Liam,
Neil and Arthur seem to have built up quite a charge.
Mind you Arriva were without the big guns, Harry &
Brian, Pavel Tomczyk was in as replacement and gave a
good account, losing to Neil in 4, but starting the night off
in the first match with a fine 3 sets win over Arthur.

APH put the shoe on the other foot to beat
Police‘C’ 10-0.  (Liam was run to 5 by Alan French.)

It’s anyone of three for 3rd spot; Wavertree La-
bour ’E’, Maghull ’E’ and Arriva, BYMCA’C’ not quite
out of the running either.  But of these three it’s Maghull
‘E’ who performed best in this part of the season.

Maghull‘E’, have a strong team in depth.  Ignor-
ing the results against the big two, other results have
come their way despite a variety of line-ups, Janette
Hutchings is the bedrock of the team.  Janette kept her
cool with a paper thin win over Jim Geddes, 14/12 in the
5th, and the other 4 won from deuce too!  Steve Daniels
lost 11/9 in 5 to Lung but beat brother Loon in 5, (Good
to see Jim Canon back as well.). So 8-2 to MCA’E’, on
top of a sterling 7-3 over Arriva, who had Harry to thank
for their points.

Wavertree Labour ’E’ were being held 2-2 at
BSM’E’ but then won 6 sets straight,  Ron Georgeson had
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Division  5          Doug Baker
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Free Table Tennis  (FTT) is a weekly Newsletter edited and sent out by Howard Middleton via the internet,
who is Howard Middleton Ken asked. Although he doesn’t say who he is, or his reasons for publishing the
Newsletter, (he’s not writing via an alias), a quick search on Google for his name tells you the answer, he is
interested in the way the sport of Table Tennis is declining, not only from the bottom, but in his views, also from
the direction it’s being taken at the top. He tried to whip up debate via a Daily Telegraph blog in May 07, but must
have been a bit disappointed at only 2 replies. So on the 1st September 07, Howard published his first Free Table
Tennis Newsletter to the table tennis fraternity, with a regular one a week since then. Once we got past the early
personal attacking of the ETTA from subscribers, letters from ordinary players have started to get through and
published, one of the criticisms of the new ETTA magazine, TTNews, (TTN)  was that the main conduit between
the grass roots and the ETTA, the letters page, had been cut out, TTN has since restarted the letters page, but is
accused of printing mainly sanitised letters, we are told this has been addressed by FTT, but as always an open
mind is advisable. One of the comments in FTT was that the ETTA was on the slippery slope of disorganisation,
sadly there are too many waiting to pour more grease on that slippery slope. Even though FTT is printing more
letters from grass roots members, the main purpose of publishing seems, to be critical of the present ETTA
Leadership, hopefully some of the criticism can be addressed without the need for a full blown election campaign

won a mammoth 5 setter over Gordon Langshaw, with his
3 sets all won 12/10, Richard Woodley took the other
home point from Gary Jackson. Wavertree had a good
draw at rivals Maghull‘E’, Eric Spencer had a worthy win
in 3 over Loon, despite each game being won by the
minimum two points, Janette gave a Captain’s perform-
ance in her match with Eric, coming from 2-1 down. She
and Loon did the same at BSM’F’ in driving forward their
8-2 win, Albert won his two to keep his team in at 2-4.
Albert was again the Bath St hero as they leapfrogged
over Aigburth’C’.

Arriva started this period with a fine 8-2 win at
Aigburth, but other results against rivals haven’t been
kind.  Losing at home to BSM’E’, Harry & Danny won
their singles, but Joe Rees had a red letter night for the
visitors winning everything he played in. However Arriva
stopped the rot with a win over WavLab’E’, Harry and
Danny again bagged 2, it was the double deckers that won
an epic game 25/23 for Brian & Danny.

BYMCA’C’ are also going a little cold, they lost
at home to BSM’F’, Steve Daniels had a mare, losing to
new guy Hal Kent and old Albert both in 5.  Gary Wil-
liamson at least won his two for the home team, the last
one a turn round v Barbara when she almost had it sewn
up in the 4th.  Another home defeat to Police’C’ was on
the cards, quite literally, until the result was thrown out
by an eagle eyed fixture secretary, BYM must have felt a
bit depressed to have gone into the match a player down,
however Police‘C’ played out of order and John Jeffrey
had his two wins cancelled.  Whoops!

Police ‘C’ and Aigburth ‘C’ are running close to
bottom, and nothing was decided when the two met at the
Police club; 5-5, APH’C’ can claim moral victory as Alan
Staniland won his 1st singles on v Dave Dundas but
retired sick after that.  Msr Alan French secured an
attacking win over John Mitchell, he teamed up with Neil

Thomas to win the only doubles, all else went APH’s way
as Phil Crompton and Eric Young boosted their averages.
Police’C’ played fairer, but faired worse at BSM’E’ 3-7,
Ron ‘Super G’ and Alan shared a 5 set slalom just for
Alan to run out 12/10, Neil Thomas picked himself up to
beat George Crowley in 5 after bombing out /2 in’t 4th.
Best result then on was a draw v BSM’F’, Alan had a
close call, 13/11 in’t 5th v Barbara, and Alan & S. Gittens
(Sam that is) snatched the last doubles from Barbara &
Lil. The two Bath St teams seem in tandem, gambolling
hand in hand in mid table land, plenty of names to call
upon, including a whole family of Rees’.

Well done to Greenbank ‘A’ okay bottom of the
table, but well into the new year and the team’s going
strong; only 1 walkover conceded, a vast improvement
over the last few years, they must be feeling a bit de-
pressed judging by the fact they have given up putting
down their home record on the cards.  Lynne Riding has
made occasional appearances, but the odd points have
been sprinkled around. John Salmon saved the whitewash
in a close tussle with BSM’F’s Lil Randles, Lynne did the
same when she beat BYMCA’C’s Steve Daniels. John
teamed up with Ian Whitelaw to get what was becoming
the almost obligatory solitary point in a second doubles
win over APH’C’s Eric & Alan.  John was ‘motm’ with
a close match with Alan and good try against Phil Cromp-
ton. However, the following week, 2 points were gained
from BSM’F’, Lil Randles losing to John and Ian, Lil
however worked well with old Eugene Berger to win 2nd

doubles.
One tip for Greenbank – write your ranking

order on the cover of your teams match book, that way
you will not have the 2, 3 & 4 playing out of order, it
didn’t really matter to Aigburth’B’ who won all the sets
anyway.

I leave you with the back of card comment on
the Aigburth ‘C’ v Police ‘C’ card:

‘Oh my god, help us’.



This would have been Ken Armson’s Nets and Edges pages (s), but as I have mentioned earlier, out of respect
for Ken, I’m not attempting one this Digest, but hopefully we will get some one to carry on this “outlet for
topics”. When I took over the Digest, Ken said, whenever possible, he would do a Nets and Edges page for
me, since then he’s never missed, no matter how busy or where he was, and always on time, he deliberately
made some of his topics controversial to encourage debate, which he thought was very important for the game,
but was always a bit disappointed at the lack of response via letters to the Editor.
I picked up this memorial letter from the VETTS web site, sent in by George Tyler, Chairman of the Associ-
ation of English Table Tennis Umpires which Ken had recently set up, I think this a fitting page to show it.
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Liverpool hosts International Wheelchair Table Tennis
Local charity, the Greenbank Project is to host the Liverpool 08 International Disabled Open Table Ten-
nis Championships from 13th-16th March 2008. Greenbank’s Sports Development Officer and tourna-
ment Director Mark Palmer says,  “We expect 4 days of first class competition. Players are all trying to
gain points to contribute to the IPTTC (International Paralympic Table Tennis Committee) world ranking
list and seeding for the Paralympic games in Beijing, China in September”.

 Over 180 Players will be competing from 24 different countries, including Canada, Germany, Mexico,
Norway, Iceland, Italy and Jordan -to name but a few. Tony Edge, Lynne Riding, Claire Robertson and
Scott Robertson, locally recognised names within sport, will be competing for Great Britain. This is the
firs time the tournament includes both wheelchair and ambulant disabled players.

Liverpool 08, Awards For All, Merseytravel and ESF Social Risk Capital grant by Merseyside Disability
Federation have part funded this event. Play will take place over all 4 days at the Greenbank Sports
Academy, Greenbank Lane, Liverpool L17 1AG

 Contact:
Mark Palmer at Greenbank Sports Academy

mark.plamer@greenbank-project.org.uk
Tel: 0151 280 7757

KEN ARTHUR ARMSON M.B.E.
At 5.45am on the morning of January 1 2008 the table tennis community lost someone who had given

up a large part of his life to the game of table tennis. Ken Armson M.B.E., player, umpire, referee, Chairman of
the B.T.T.A.D, among his many other commitments, finally succumbed to a condition he could not over-
come. He has left behind many, many people whom he has helped in the sport he loved.

Ken was a dedicated man with strong principles, highly respected for all he did in table tennis. A
man's man with a sense of humour that made him great company. He was level headed to the extent of
being respected by umpires when in charge as referee and was never afraid to stand up for the rights of
others. To quote one of our younger umpires who is also an up and coming referee "Ken wasn't just a good
teacher but also a character that I will never forget - his sense of humour was out of this world and he
always cracked a joke when you least expected it".

Ken was the founder and secretary of the Association of English Table Tennis Umpires and it was his
drive and energy that made it such a united and successful body. He was not the militant trade unionist
depicted by some, rather the concerned shepherd looking after the welfare of his flock. As secretary he kept
his members informed and always insisted their views were paramount. My fellow committee members and
I were indebted for his administrative skills.

The table tennis community has suffered a tragic loss with the departure of Ken, the Association has lost
its father figure and my colleagues and I have lost a great friend.
May he rest in peace.
GEORGE TYLER Chairman  A.E.T.T.U.

The recent death of Ken Armson is a tragedy both for his family and table tennis. I only really knew Ken as
a colleague but can vouch for his complete commitment to the cause of our sport. I know that I speak for
all who knew him when I say that Ken will be very much missed by all his friends in the table tennis family.
ED ( I assume Brian Halliday  VETTS Editor)



Division 1. Readman Cup
XX CADWA v M/SIDE POLICE W/O
XX WAV. LABOUR v CROSBY HIGH W/O
3 Bath St. M. v HAR. HOUSE 5
5 FORDS v BOOTLE YMCA 3

Division 2. Rumjahn Cup
2 MAGHULL 'A' v MANWEB 5
1 FORDS 'A' v CROSBY HIGH 'A' 5
5 MARCONI v WAV. LAB. 'A' 1
1 M/SIDE POLICE 'A' v MAGHULL 5

Division 3.Hyde  Cup
5 MANWEB 'B' v CADWA 'B' 1
3 WAV. LAB. 'B' v BOOTLE YM 'A' 5
5 HAR.HOUSE 'A' v BOOTLE YM 'B' 1
0 BATH St. M. 'D' v MARCONI 'A' 5

Division 4. Forrest Cup
5 LINACRE v MANWEB 'C' 2
5 AIGBURTH v MARCONI 'C' 1
2 AIGBURTH 'A' v WAV. LAB. 'C' 5
5 CADWA 'D' v CADWA 'C' 2

Division 5. Stamp Cup
3 M/SIDE POLICE 'C' v BATH St. M. 'E' 5
3 WAV. LAB. 'E' v MAGHULL 'E' 5
5 AIGBURTH 'B' v AIGBURTH 'C' 1
1 ARRIVA  N.W. v M/SIDE POLICE 'B' 5

LEAGUE CUP COMPETITIONS

Divisional Cups Rnd 2
Played  week of 26 / 11 / 07

Division 1. Readman Cup
FORDS v CROSBY HIGH

HAR.HOUSE v M/SIDE POLICE

Division 2. Rumjahn Cup
MAGHULL v CROSBY HIGH  'A'
MARCONI v MANWEB

Division 3.Hyde  Cup
MARCONI  'A' v BOOTLE YM 'A'

HAR.HOUSE 'A' v MANWEB  'B'

Division 4. Forrest Cup
CADWA  'D' v AIGBURTH

WAV. LABOUR 'C' v LINACRE

Division 5. Stamp Cup
M/SIDE POLICE 'B' v MAGHULL  'E'

AIGBURTH  'B' v BATH St. M. 'E'

HOME AWAY
432 MAGHULL 1 v AIGBURTH  2 454
XX BOOTLE YM  1 v MARCONI   2 W / O
416 CADWA   2 v CADWA   1 421
407 CH.the KING v CADWA 3 429
420 BOOTLE YM  2 v MARCONI   1 419
343 BATH st. M.1 v BATH st. M. 3 328
446 MANWEB   2 v BATH st. M. 5 407
413 MANWEB  1 v LINACRE 455

Round 2 Results
HOME AWAY

362 BATH St. M. 1 v AIGBURTH  2 341
472 CADWA  1 v MARCONI 2 434
487 LINACRE v CADWA 3 431
434 BOOTLE YM 2 v MANWEB 2 384

Round 3 Results

HOME AW AY
LINACRE v BATH St. M. 1
CADW A 1 v BOOTLE YM 2

Semi Final Draw

to be played week beg. 25th February 2008

Divisional Cups Semi Finals
Played  week of 4th February 08

Frank Murphy Memorial Handicap Trophy
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The Liverpool Closed
Sunday  9th March

See page 4



Player averages to Mid season  -  Divisions 1  &  2
Qualification =  4 matches  -  12 games  -  top 30

P W Avg
1 DOLDER Kevin Fords 17 17 100%
2 PERCIVAL Wayne Bootle YMCA 12 11 92%
3 TAYLOR Andrew Fords 20 18 90%
4 WILLIAMS Keith Bootle YMCA 24 21 88%
5 JACKSON Ken Bath St Marine 30 25 83%
6 MUDIE Andrew Crosby High 27 22 81%
7 McEVOY Malcom Fords 29 23 79%
8 HAYES David Wav. Labour 15 11 73%
9 ROBERTS Dave Bath St Marine 30 22 73%

10 PEERS Clare Bath St Marine 30 22 73%
11 TURNER Terry Fords 21 15 71%
12 TAYLOR Jonathon M/side Police 24 17 71%
13 BRAY Tom Crosby High 33 22 67%
14 WATSON Gary Wav.Labour 27 17 63%
15 BLACK Graeme Cadwa 'A' 27 17 63%
16 BIRD Keith Ch.The King 24 15 63%
17 RANKIN John M/side Police 18 11 61%
18 CONNOR Ken Harold House 15 9 60%
19 LAU John Ch. The King 27 16 59%
20 MEYER Bjoern Wav.Labour 12 7 58%
21 CHASE Alan Bootle YMCA 27 15 56%
22 GITTINS Paul M/side Police 15 8 53%
23 BEECH Aaron Wav.Labour 18 9 50%
24 LEE Peter Ch.The King 30 15 50%
25 McELWEE Ian Bath St M. 'A' 26 11 42%
26 BRYCE Alex Harold House 21 8 38%
27 OLUYOMBO Dele Ch.The King 'A' 30 11 37%
28 WHALLEY Steve Harold House 15 5 33%
29 DYSON Jon M/side Police 24 8 33%
30 THABET Ahmed Ch.The King 'A' 30 10 33%

DIVISION ONE P W Avg
1 CROOK Barry Greenbank 24 23 96%
2 WILSON Matty Maghull 36 31 86%
3 EDWARDS Bob Marconi 30 25 83%
4 LEWIS Kevin Maghull 36 29 81%
5 EVANS Dave Crosby Hi.'A' 30 23 77%
6 GOLDSON Robbie Fords 'A' 21 16 76%
7 WYLIE Rob Crosby Hi.'A' 12 9 75%
8 HUGHES Bob Fords 'A' 26 19 73%
9 LLOYD Gemma Crosby H.'A' 24 16 67%

10 ROWE Steve Marconi 18 12 67%
11 CHEUNG Billy Ch.The King 'B' 36 24 67%
12 EVANS Paul Manweb 'A' 25 16 64%
13 HARSE Dave Manweb 30 19 63%
14 ADAMS Roy Manweb 30 19 63%
15 COWLEY Alan Maghull 'A' 15 9 60%
16 BANKS Paul Wav.Labour 'A' 27 16 59%
17 BLACK Ian Wav.Labour 'A' 21 12 57%
18 WOODS Steve Maghull 30 17 57%
19 PALMER Mark Greenbank 24 13 54%
20 LANGTON John Bath St M.'B' 36 19 53%
21 TAGG Dave Ch.The King 'B' 36 19 53%
22 NOLAN Terri Ann M/Side Police 'A' 21 11 52%
23 ADAM-FRENCH PaulaM/Side Police 'A' 21 11 52%
24 APPLETON John Greenbank 21 11 52%
25 LLOYD Andy Manweb 33 17 52%
26 NEAL Roger Crosby Hi.'A' 12 6 50%
27 GRAHAM Sylvia Crosby Hi.'A' 12 6 50%
28 BELLEC Mikael Ch.The King 'B' 33 16 48%
29 PEAT Rob Bath St M.'B' 36 17 47%
30 TIERNEY Mick Wav.Labour 'A' 18 8 44%

DIVISION TWO
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Having added an item on the Merseyside Schools Table Tennis Association in the last Digest referring to the Mer
seyside inter schools competitions due to take place in the near future, unfortunately that Digest was printed just
before the first week end tournament (24th.Nov.) was played, I thought that it would add to any interest that article
may have generated if the results of that week end were published by our L&DTTL contacts, the second week
end has now taken place, the results of both weekends can now be seen on the L&DTTL site, so to see how the
local school table tennis scene is doing log on to www.ldttl.co.uk/mstta.htm.
Below are the results of the individual competitions which took place recently at Formby High School

Individual Competition 2007/8 - Results
The results of the Individual Competition were as
follows
Under 11 Boys
Winner - Jamie Lunn
(Nutgrove Community Primary School, St Helens)
Runner Up - Harry Howat
(St. Mary's Preparatory School, Crosby)
Under 11 Girls
Winner - Ellie Parrot
(St. Mary's Preparatory School, Crosby)
Runner Up - Eleanor Stewart
(Greasby Primay School, Wirral)
Under 13 Boys
Winner - Michael Lunn
(Rainhill High School)
Runner Up - Craig Scarisbrick
(Sutton High Sports College, St Helens)

Under 13 Girls
Being played 27th January at Formby High
Under 16 Boys
Winner - Chris Hatton
(Calday Grange Grammar School, Wirral)
Runner Up - Adam Choi
(Birkdale High School)
Under 16 Girls

Winner - Rachel Baker
(Sutton High Sports College, St Helens)
Under 19 Boys
Winner - Jamie Hewitt
(Range High School, Formby)
Runner Up - Ben Edwards
(Southport College)
Under 19 Girls
Winner - Maitreyi Shivkumar
(Wirral Grammar School)



Player averages to Mid season  -  Divisions  3,4 & 5
Qualification =  4 matches  -  8 games  -  top 30

P W Avg
1 ROZEK Sylvia Har.House 'A' 12 12 100% 1.0
2 CHASE Alan Bootle YM 'A' 8 8 100% 1.0
3 CHACOLIADES JoeHar.House 'A' 8 8 100% 1.0
4 MEYER Bjoern Wav.Lab. 'B' 24 21 88% 1.0
5 MALIK Shakil Bootle YM 'B' 24 21 88% 1.7
6 WENSLEY Ian Marconi 'A' 22 19 86% 1.9
7 McCANN Frank Marconi 'A' 16 13 81% 1.0
8 McPHERSON Rod Har.House 'A' 20 16 80% 4.0
9 HUGHES John Har.House 'A' 23 18 78% 3.0
10 CLEIN Eddie Har.House 'A' 18 13 72% 1.6
11 WRIGHT Roly Bootle YM 'A' 20 14 70% 2.4
12 KWAN Michael Manweb 'B' 23 16 70% 1.0
13 HIGHAM John Bootle YM 'A' 21 14 67% 1.4
14 ROSS Peter Bath St M.'C' 20 13 65% 3.6
15 CONNOR Tony Wav.Lab. 'B' 22 14 64% 2.0
16 FYLES Colin Wav.Lab. 'B' 8 5 63% 3.8
17 JENNINGS Neil Manweb 'B' 15 9 60% 2.1
18 THORNTON RussellMarconi 'B' 14 8 57% 2.5
19 PATTERSON Mark Bath St M.'C' 14 8 57% 1.0
20 ROBERTS Martin Har.House 'A' 14 8 57% 2.0
21 MORGAN Paul Har.House 'B' 18 10 56% 3.1
22 ASHTON Mike Wav.Lab. 'B' 20 11 55% 3.0
23 TURNER Graham Bath St M. 'D' 19 10 53% 1.9
24 EVERY Danny Bootle YM 'A' 21 11 52% 3.4
25 CRAMSIE Ted Bath St M. 'D' 20 10 50% 1.0
26 BULMER Rod Maghull 'B 20 10 50% 1.8
27 FROST George Maghull 'B 16 8 50% 3.4
28 GEE Les Bath St M.'C' 17 8 47% 2.7
29 BIGGS Allan Manweb 'B' 20 9 45% 3.1
30 RIVERS Bert Bootle YM 'B' 20 9 45% 2.4

DIVISION THREE P W Avg
1 DAVIES Alan Aigburth PH 22 20 91% 1.0
2 BURROWS Ian Cadwa 'C' 22 20 91% 3.9
3 AO Jason Manweb 'C' 22 20 91% 1.9
4 REEVE Harry Linacre 20 18 90% 1.0
5 ROBERTS Ken Marconi 'C' 15 13 87% 3.9
6 McMAHON Dave Marconi 'C' 12 10 83% 3.2
7 SCOTLAND Derek Marconi 'C' 20 16 80% 1.6
8 LAIRD Ian Aigburth PH 18 14 78% 2.0
9 LUNT Ian Cadwa 'C' 20 15 75% 3.0
10 FERGUSON Dave Linacre 10 7 70% 3.8
11 XIA Dong Wav.Lab 'C' 18 12 67% 1.0
12 PRESTON Eddie Maghull 'C' 20 13 65% 1.1
13 FYLES Colin Wav.Lab 'D' 16 10 63% 1.0
14 ROLLINSON GrahamAigburth PH 18 11 61% 3.6
15 PROFFITT Lee Aigburth PH 16 9 56% 2.8
16 CLARKE Stan Wav.Lab 'C' 18 10 56% 3.0
17 BIRD Andy Wav.Lab 'D' 20 11 55% 1.8
18 ASHLEY John Cadwa 'C' 24 13 54% 2.0
19 LINDSAY Norman Aigburth 'A' 17 9 53% 1.9
20 HIGHAM George Cadwa 'C' 24 12 50% 1.0
21 TSO Alvin Manweb 'C' 20 10 50% 1.0
22 WONG Robert Manweb 'C' 22 11 50% 3.0
23 WOOD Eric Aigburth 'A' 18 9 50% 2.7
24 McGANITY Steve Maghull 'C' 14 7 50% 3.0
25 LOFTUS Paul Marconi 'C' 14 7 50% 1.0
26 PERRY Steve Wav.Lab 'D' 18 8 44% 3.4
27 GREGORY Brian Maghull 'C' 18 8 44% 3.3
28 GOULDEN Dave Wav.Lab 'C' 16 7 44% 2.0
29 PROFFITT Frank Marconi 'C' 16 7 44% 2.5
30 AMBROSE Jim Maghull 'D' 14 6 43% 3.3

DIVISION  FOUR

P W Avg
1 DYSON Len M/Side Police 'B' 22 22 100% 1.0
2 MOORE John M/Side Police 'B' 12 12 100% 2.0
3 LYNCH Tommy M/Side Police 'B' 16 16 100% 2.4
4 TILDSLEY Liam Aigburth 'B' 8 8 100% 1.7
5 CAMERON Alan M/Side Police 'B' 22 20 91% 3.0
6 OAKES Dave M/Side Police 'B' 10 9 90% 3.6
7 PIERCE Arthur Aigburth 'B' 19 17 89% 3.0
8 TRAYNOR Derek Aigburth 'B' 16 14 88% 1.0
9 HUGHES Harry Arriva N. W. 18 15 83% 1.0
10 YOUNG Eric Aigburth 'C' 20 15 75% 3.5
11 YU Lung Sing Maghull 'E' 16 12 75% 2.7
12 CROXTON Neil Aigburth 'B' 21 15 71% 2.0
13 JONES Alan R Arriva N. W. 10 7 70% 3.0
14 REES Joe Bath St 'E' 10 7 70% 3.7
15 OLERUNFEMI AJ Wav. Lab 'E' 12 8 67% 3.3
16 BELLARD Daniel Arriva N. W. 20 13 65% 2.2
17 LANGSHAW GordonWav. Lab 'E' 20 13 65% 1.0
18 PARKER Alby Bath.St M. 'F' 14 9 64% 1.0
19 FRENCH Alan M/Side Police 'C' 16 10 63% 1.0
20 WILLIAMSON Gary Bootle YM  'C' 13 8 62% 3.5
21 JACKSON Gary Wav. Lab 'E' 10 6 60% 2.8
22 YU Loon Wai Maghull 'E' 12 7 58% 2.4
23 CANNON Jim Bootle YM  'C' 9 5 56% 4.0
24 HUTCHINGS JanetteMaghull 'E' 18 10 56% 1.0
25 McCOURT Andy Maghull 'E' 18 10 56% 1.7
26 CROMPTON Phil Aigburth 'C' 14 7 50% 4.0
27 GEORGESON Ron Bath St 'E' 22 10 45% 1.0
28 GEDDES Jim Bootle YM  'C' 18 8 44% 1.7
29 PENNY Cyril Bath.St M. 'F' 21 9 43% 2.4
30 RUSSELL Michael Maghull 'E' 14 6 43% 3.7

DIVISION  FIVE
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The Bribar Veterans' British League has a few of
our local league players playing in it, another
competition played over week ends, this seasons
tournament was concluded over the weekend of
26-27th January in Doncaster
The Men's Premier was fought over right up to the
last game, but Keith Williams, who plays for Pot-
ters Leisure Resort, with wins over Eddie Smith
and Dave Godbold and one for Clive Carthy over
Eddie Smith in the match between Potters Leisure
Resort and Thompson Insurance, claimed the
draw Potters Leisure Resort needed to secure the
title by a single point over Thompson Insurance.
Keiths’ team mates were Clive Carthy and Phil
Logsdon, definitely deserve a holiday after that!!

Our other local players were
Women’s Premier
Brenda Buoey & Sue Burgess with HEL
Ladies
Men’s Div 1B

Wayne Percival with Thameside
Men’s Div 2B
Barry Crook with Seasiders1



Editor -  Roly Wright.  (Bootle YMCA)  e - mail -:  roly@ttdigest.co.uk

League Tables to 31st January 2008

** Bath St. Marine ‘C’  played ineligible player
10 points deducted at end of season

The fines table above shows a near doubling of
some categories since the last Digest!!
The fine system is in place to try and maintain some
sort of order in the  way we play competitively, It’s
your money, but why waste it.

P W D L Pts
1 Fords 13 12 1 0 108
2 Bath St Marine 12 7 3 2 84
3 Bootle YMCA 12 7 3 2 77
4 Crosby High 12 8 1 3 75
5 Wav.Labour 12 7 2 3 72
6 Christ The King 12 7 1 4 64
7 M/Side Police 13 5 1 7 55
8 Harold House 12 3 1 8 40
9 Ch.The King 'A' 11 2 1 8 34

10 Bath St M. 'A' 11 0 1 10 26
11 Cadwa 'A' 12 0 1 11 25
12 Free 0 0 0 0 0

Division One P W D L Pts
1 Crosby High 'A' 13 11 1 1 103
2 Maghull 12 11 1 0 90
3 Ch.The King 'B' 14 8 3 3 80
4 Fords 'A' 12 7 3 2 68
5 Greenbank 13 6 2 5 68
6 Manweb 13 5 2 6 64
7 Marconi 13 4 1 8 59
8 Wav.Lab 'A' 12 3 3 6 56
9 Manweb 'A' 13 5 0 8 51

10 Bath St M. 'B' 13 2 1 10 51
11 Maghull 'A' 13 2 1 10 41
12 M/Side Police 'A' 13 4 0 9 39

Division Two

P W D L Pts
1 Har.House 'A' 13 13 0 0 101
2 Wav.Labour 'B' 14 9 3 2 89
3 Marconi 'A' 12 10 1 1 79
4 Bootle YMCA 'A' 12 7 1 4 74
5 Bath St M.'C' ** 12 6 1 5 65
6 Bootle YMCA 'B' 14 4 3 7 65
7 Manweb 'B' 13 4 2 7 62
8 Bath St M. 'D' 12 4 1 7 52
9 Marconi 'B' 13 3 2 8 48

10 Maghull 'B' 12 2 3 7 45
11 Har. House 'B' 13 1 5 7 44
12 Cadwa 'B' 12 1 2 9 36

Division Three P W D L Pts
1 Marconi 'C' 12 10 2 0 88
2 Aigburth PH 12 10 0 2 79
3 Cadwa 'C' 12 9 2 1 77
4 Wav.Labour 'C' 12 5 1 6 63
5 Manweb 'C' 12 6 0 6 62
6 Linacre 12 6 0 6 62
7 Aigburth PH 'A' 12 7 0 5 59
8 Maghull 'C' 12 4 1 7 51
9 Wav.Labour 'D' 11 0 2 9 40

10 Cadwa 'D' 11 2 1 8 35
11 Maghull 'D' 12 1 1 10 34
12 Free 0 0 0 0 0

Division Four

P W D L Pts
1 M/Side Police 'B' 12 11 1 0 111
2 Aigburth PH 'B' 12 9 1 2 85
3 Maghull 'E' 12 6 2 4 68
4 Wav.Labour 'E' 12 6 1 5 68
5 Arriva N.West 12 7 1 4 67
6 Bootle YMCA 'C' 12 7 2 3 65
7 Bath St M. 'F' 11 4 2 5 49
8 Aigburth PH 'C' 13 2 2 9 49
9 Bath St M. 'E' 11 6 0 5 48

10 M/Side Police 'C' 13 1 2 10 40
11 Greenbank 'A' 12 0 0 12 10
12 Free 0 0 0 0 0

Division Five

Fines to Date No Fine Total
Players Short 21 £3 £63
Walk Over League 9 £6 £54
Walk Over Cup 6 £6 £36
Played Out of Order 3 £1.50 PP £7.50
Late Score Card 14 £3 £42
Total 52 £202.50

The Liverpool Closed
Sunday  9th March

See page 4
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